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Abstract. In recent days, Privacy Preserving Data Publishing (PPDP) is 
considered as vital research area due to rapid increasing rate of data being 
published in the Internet day by day. Many Organizations often need to publish 
their data in internet for research and analysis purpose, but there is no guarantee 
that those data would be used only for ethical purposes. Hence data anonymization 
comes into picture and play a vital role in preventing identity disclosure, also it 
restricts the amount of data that can be seen or used by the external users. It is an 
extensively used PPDP technique among data encryption, data anonymization and 
data perturbation methods. Mondrian is considered as one such data 
anonymization technique that has outperformed compare to many anonymization 
algorithms, because of its fast and scalable nature. However, the algorithm insists 
to encode the categorical values into numerical values and decode it, to generalize 
the data. To overcome this problem, a new extended version of Mondrian 
algorithm is proposed, and it is called XMondrian algorithm. The proposed 
algorithm can handle both numerical and categorical attributes without encoding 
or decoding the categorical values.The effectiveness of the proposed algorithm has 
been analysed through experimental study and observed that the proposed 
XMondrian algorithm outshine the existing Mondrian algorithm in terms of 
anonymization time and Cavg. Cavg is one of the metric used to quantify the 
utility of data. 
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1. Introduction 

Many organizations often need to release their data for research and other public 

analysis purpose.For instance, medical organizations need to publish their patient data 

in the internet for medical researchers to carry out their research. But the patient data 

contains personal information of the patients which needs to be preserved before the 

data gets released in the internet. Initially, organizations were publishing their data by 

removing the recognizing attributes like Social Security Number, Phone Number, 

Email Id etc.., to protect the identity of individuals[1]. Dataset in which direct 

identifiers are eliminated and indirect identifiers remain intact are called pseudonymous 

data.Even then the research has proved that identity of individuals is getting disclosed 

because of quasi identifiers in the publisheddataset.Quasi identifiers are set of attributes 

to identify tuples [2].A classical situation of conventional privacy preserving data 

publishing (PPDP) is depicted in the belowFig.1, which demonstrates diverse 
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phases of data publishing. But this conventional data publishing method will not 

preserve the  individuals privacy  as the data is linked to public dataset like voter 

database, census data etc.., through which the privacy of individuals will be revealed  

out [3]. 

 

 

Figure 1.Conventional Model of PPDP for Pseudonymous Data 

 

As a result, privacy preserving data publishing techniques has turned into a critical 

area of research for analyser’s and specialists. Hence, the objective of privacy 

preserving techniques is to mask or encrypt or add noise to the original dataset to 

protect the identity disclosure without compromising the data utility. Thus, the spirit of 

privacy preserving techniques is to publish datasets without compromising the data 

usefulness. Manipulating quasi identifiers mathematically and technically guarantees to 

prevent re-identification is called Anonymous Data. This reality made many 

researchers consider new confronts to preserve the personal or sensitive information of 

the individuals in the published datasets. A contemporary model of PPDP is depicted in 

Figure. 2 

 

Figure 2.Contemporary Model of PPDP for generating Anonymous Data. 

 

In general, Privacy preserving techniques are categorized into three types 1) Data 

Encryption 2) Data Anonymization and 3) Data Perturbation. Data anonymization 

technique, which uses generalization and suppression for anonymization, are the 

broadly studied and extensively accepted approach for protecting the identity disclosure. 

In data anonymization, the data is generalized or suppressed so that individual’s 
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identity is not revealed. As a result, multiple data anonymization algorithms like 

datafly, incognito,Mondrian, info gainMondrian, LSD Mondrian have being projected 

in the region of data anonymizationtechnique.The Mondrian algorithm is a widely 

adopted anonymization algorithm because it reaches low data distortion. As per the 

literature review carried out, it is clear that Mondrian outperforms the other algorithms 

in terms of two metrics named DM and CAVG, which is used to calculate the size and 

number of equivalence classes created. The Mondrian's equivalence groups have a 

greater granularity, which helps to improve data usefulness, but it takes time for 

converting categorical values into numerical values. 

In this paper, an improved version of the current Mondrian algorithm is proposed 

and it is named as, XMondrian algorithm. In Mondrian algorithm, if the dataset 

contains any categorical values, then the algorithm needs to convert categorical values 

into numerical values. In order to overcome this impediment, an extension to the 

Mondrian algorithm called XMondrian algorithm is proposed.  

2. Methods and Materials  

 

2.1 Privacy Risks and Models 

In this segment, the most significant risks associated with the disclosure of 

personal information is has been presented elaborately. The models that can be used to 

defend against these threats are then addressed. 

2.1.1 Privacy Threats 

Privacy threats are identified with 3 distinct kinds of identifiers and they are direct 

attribute, quasi identifies and sensitive attribute. In Figure 3, a model dataset is 

presented, in which SSN is an identifying identifier, marital status, age and gender are 

quasi-identifiers, and income is a sensitive attribute [2].  

 

 

 

Figure 3.Micro Data from Census Dataset 

 

The three classes of privacy threats based on above three types of attributes are 

identity disclosure, membership disclosure and attribute disclosure[5]. 
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2.1.2 Privacy Models 

The popular privacy models have been discussed with respect to the privacy 

threats as mentioned in section 2.1. The classification based on privacy models is 

presented in Figure 4. 

 

 

 Figure 4.Privacy models against Privacy Threats[5] 

The most established  model for protecting identity disclosure  is k-anonymity.  

2.2 Privacy Preserving Operations 

Privacy operations to achieve various privacy models are generalization, suppression, 

anatomization, permutation, perturbation [6]. Among these operations generalization 

and suppression are data anonymization technique operators. Generalization substitutes 

the original attribute value into a less specificvalue,but more general value.Suppression 

works by replacing some values with a special character like ``*”. Suppression 

operation is generally used where it is not possible to generalize.   

2.3 Privacy Preserving Techniques 

The techniques to preserve the privacy of individuals are classified  into3types : The 

data encryption,data perturbation and data anonymization .Anonymization is a optimal 

technique to protect Identity Disclosure.The proposed algorithm, XMondrian is one 

such data anonymization Algorithm [7]. In data anonymization, the user identity is 

modified to less specific values to protect the sensitive information. 

2.4 Mondrian, A Data Anonymization Algorithm to prevent Identity Disclosure 

Data anonymization is the process of taking the personal data and modifying it in such 

a way that it can no longer be used to identity an individual. Data anonymization is 

most extensively used technique to publish privacy preserved Data because of two 

reasons. 1) it can be applied on any type of data including big data and real time 

applications data and 2) it is very easy to implement.  

Most anonymization algorithms rely on generalization and suppression to turn 

original datasets into anonymous data sets.The popular algorithms where generalization 

operations are mostly applied are urgus, Datafly, Median Mondrian, Infogain Mondrian, 

Incognito etc...Among these Algorithms, Median Mondrian Algorithm outperforms 

other Algorithms. The privacy model to protect Identity disclosure is K-Anonymity. 

Every Data Anonymization Algorithm that tries to protect identity disclosure should 

satisfy the k-anonymity principle. 
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2.4.1 k-anonymity 

Sweeney and Samarati has introduced the k-anonymity principle [5].This privacy 

principle demands that each tuple in a discharged table cannot be connected to a 

probability greater than 1/k, meaning that each tuple is indistinguishable from at least k 

- 1 other tuples A dataset iscalledto be k anonymous dataset  if each equivalence class 

have atleast k-1 records with respect to quasi identifiers[8]. Therefore for every dataset 

T, k-anonymization is performed to produce a new dataset T* that verifies the k-

anonymity property on the set of quasi-identifiers. In K-anonymous table, the 

probability of discovering  an individual from set of k tuples will be 1/k which is the 

degree of uncertainty[3]. 

2.4.2 Mondrian Algorithm  

Mondrian is a  k-anonymity data anonymization algorithm that  recursively 

partitioning the dataset by finding the median of the quasi identifier that has largest 

number of unique values[9]. This algorithm partitions recursively until the equivalence 

class size is less than 2k-1. 
 

 
Figure 5.  Mondrian Algorithm 

3. Extended Mondrian Algorithm (XMondrian) 

 

Even though the existing Mondrian algorithm is the widely used algorithm to protect 

identity disclosure but the algorithm can be applied only on dataset that contains 

numerical attributes. If a dataset contains categorical attributes, then the algorithm 

needs to convert the categorical attribute values into numerical values in order to apply 

the Mondrian algorithm. Again the corresponding numerical values of the categorical 

attribute need to convert into categorical values.  This process of encoding and 

decoding takes anonymization time. To overcome this limitation, we extend the 

Mondrian algorithm as XMondrian algorithm which can handle both numerical and 

categorical attribute without encoding and decoding. 

XMondrian algorithm recursively partitions the dataset into equivalence classes 

based on quasi identifier that has largest normalized range called splitattribute. Once 

split attribute is identified, split Value need to be identified. If the splitAttribute is 

categorical,for each distinct value of the attribute, a partition is created and if the split 

attribute is numerical, the partition depends on the median of the split attribute. The 
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process continues until the size of the partition is less than 2k-1.Thus, 

XMondrianproduces smaller size equivalence classes when compare to Mondrian, 

which indicates less information loss and less anonymization time. 

 
Figure 6.XMondrian Algorithm 

 

4. Dataset 

 

The ADULT dataset acquired from the UCI Repository   is utilized to compare 

diverse sorts of k-anonymity algorithms. The dataset consist the statisticsof 30,162 

people from the US enumeration in 1990.The narrative for the ADULT Dataset is 

shown in Figure 7[9]. 

 

Figure 7.Description of ADULT Dataset 

The below figure presents a descriptive example of10 records of the ADULT 

Dataset. 

 

Figure 8.Sample Adultdata 
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Figure 9 demonstrates a 2-anonymous edition of Figure 8, means each equivalence 

class has at least 2*2-1 records same with respect to quasi identifiers.To attain 

anonymity, the direct identifier is expelled and the QIDs have been generalized . 

 

 
 

Figure 9. A2-Anonymous Version of Figure 8  after Applying Mondrian Algorithm 

Figure 10.A 2-Anonymous Version of Figure 8 after Applying XMondrian Algorithm 

 

5.Comparison metrics 

In terms of information loss and anonymization time, we equate our proposed 

algorithm XMondrian to the current algorithm. In certain cases, privacy-preserving 

algorithms alter datasets by adding false data or generalising and suppressing the 

original values. It's obvious that the more data is disguised, the less accessible it is for 

data analysts and researchers. As a result, the most important aspect of the metrics is 

quantifying the data quality after anonymization. There are a number of data quality 

indicators that can be used to measure the utility of data after it has been anonymized. 

1) Average Equivalence Class Size Metric (CAVG) and 2) Anonymization Time are 

two common metrics for assessing data quality after anonymization. 

 

5.1. Average Equivalence Class Size Metric (CAVG) 

 

This metric is to measure the average size of the equivalence classes (EQs) in the 

anonymized dataset. The aim of this metric is to reduce the penalty, so if CAVG is 1, it 
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implies that the anonymization is fine, with the size of the EQs equal to the provided K 

value. [2] .The total CAVGscorefor an anonymized table T* is given by: 

����(�∗)�|�|/(|�	
|.�) 

Where T denotes the original table, |T| denotes the number of documents, |EQs| 

denotes the total number of equivalence classes generated, and k denotes the privacy 

requirement.[11].Figure 9  which is obtained from Mondrian shows 4 EQs, and thus the 

CAVG score for the whole table is calculated as: 10/(4*2) = 1.25 and consider Figure 10 

which is obtained by applying XMondrian Algorithm  shows 6 EQs, and thus the CAVG 

score for the whole table is calculated as :10/(6*2) =  0.8333 

5.2 Anonymization Time in seconds 

Performance of the algorithms can be evaluated using 

anonymizationtime.Theanonymization time of XMondrian algorithm is less than 

Mondrian because XMondrian algorithm doesn’t require encoding and decoding of 

categorical values. We achieved 0.009 sec for XMondrain while Mondrain algorithm 

was executed in 0.014 sec. This shows that XMondrain performs better for any number 

of records. This is further explained in detail in Section 5.2. 

6. Experimental Evaluation 

6.1 Experimental Setup 

To Experiment both Mondrian and XMondrian algorithms, we used the adult 

datasets as described in Section 3. Theconfigurations used in these experiments are 

shown in Figure 11: Various parameters inthese experiments are: 

 #QIDs  :  Defines Number of Quasi Identifiers 

 k-value  : Defines the privacy level  

 Dataset size  :  Defines the number of records in the 

dataset. 

 
Figure 11.Parameters chosen for Experimentation 
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6.2 Results 

6.2.1. Varied Dataset Size with constant K Value =2 

 

Figure 12.Varied Dataset Size with constant K Value =2 

We can see that the Cavg values are getting closer to 1 and are slowly increasing 

as the number of rows increases, with a constant k value of 2.We can also compare the 

execution time with varied number of records and constant k value. The execution time 

always lesser for XMondrian compared to Mondrian. This proves that XMondrian is 

efficient when the data size is varied keeping the number of QIDs and K value to be 

constant. 

6.2.2 Varied K Values with constant Number of Rows 

 

 

Figure 13.Varied K Values with constant Number of Rows 

 

We can see that the Cavg values are closer to 1 and with varied trends with 

increase in the number of k values keeping number of rows and number of QIDs value 

as constant, while the Cavg values of Mondrian are extremely away from the 

equilibrium in case of increase in K value. We can also compare the execution time 

with varied K value and constant number of records = 50. The execution time is always 

lesser for XMondrian compared to Mondrian. The difference in the execution time 

between Mondrian and XMondrian is also significant. This proves that XMondrian is 

efficient when the K value is varied keeping the number of QIDs and data size to be 

constant. 
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6.2.3 Varied No. of QID 

 

Figure 14.Varied No. of QID 

 

We can see that the Cavg values are closer to 1 and with varied trends with 

increase in the number of QID values keeping number of rows and K value as constant, 

but it is not the case in Mondrian. We can also compare the execution time with varied 

number of QIDs value and constant number of records = 10 and constant K value being 

2. The execution time is always lesser for XMondrian compared to Mondrian. This 

proves that XMondrian is efficient when the number of QIDs value is varied keeping 

the number of K value and data size to be constant. 

7. Conclusion 

We have conducted few experiments on both the algorithms to occur at conclusions on 

3 important parameters to measure the data privacy and data loss. Cavg is (number of 

rows)/k*(number of equivalent classes)When ‘k’ is made constant the number of 

equivalent classes determine the difference in Cavg between Mondrian and XMondrian. 

The number of partitions in XMondrian will be greater than or equal to the number of 

partitions in Mondrian generally. This can be based on the working ofXMondrian. This 

algorithm groups like records together of categorical nature, whereas Mondrian splits 

the dataset into two parts per iteration depending on the median value. While the 

number of equivalent classes generated per iteration in XMondrian is not fixed. This 

tends to give ‘x’ number of partitions for a partition which might be greater than or 

equal to 2. This way XMondrian generates more partitions compared to Mondrian, 

which in turn gives lower Cavg value compared to Mondrian. This Cavg tends to have 

better proximity to 1, which is a more desired quality. The execution time of 

XMondrian is always lesser than Mondrian’s. This reflects the fact that there is no need 

for encoding and decoding for categorical attributes. This time is reduced in the 

XMondrian algorithm. The excessive data that is stored online is invariably in the 

danger of being exploited. The privacy of data needs to be preserved, which is a topic 

of ethical considerations. With the implementation of our proposed algorithm, we can 

end the many issues related to unpreserved data. Throughout our paper we have tested 

the extended model of Mondrian called  "The XMondrian", that has excelled in every 

aspect. It outshone the existing algorithm called Mondrian in all ways possible. Our test 

results have refined most of the features of Mondrian to give better results with our 

new algorithm . We intend to extend the scope of this experiment to the BigData and 

implement MapReduce version of XMondrian. This enables us to preserve the BigData 

with higher potency, in an efficient way[10]. 
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